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Abstract
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A dynamic graph algorithm maintains a given property P on a graph subject to dynamic
changes, such as edge insertions, edge deletions and edge weight updates. A dynamic graph
algorithm should process queries on property P quickly, and perform update operations
faster than recomputing from scratch, as carried out by the fastest static algorithm. We
say that an algorithm is fully dynamic if it can handle both edge insertions and edge dele-
tions. A partially dynamic algorithm can handle either edge insertions or edge deletions,
but not both: we say that it is incremental if it supports insertions only, and decremental if
it supports deletions only. In this paper, we survey fully dynamic algorithms for maintain-
ing path problems on general directed graphs. In particular, we consider two fundamental
problems.
In the fully dynamic transitive closure problem we wish to maintain a directed graph
G = (V ,E) under an intermixed sequence of the following operations:
Insert(x, y): insert an edge from x to y;
Delete(x, y): delete the edge from x to y;
Query(x, y): return yes if y is reachable from x, and return no otherwise.
In the fully dynamic All Pairs Shortest Path (APSP) problem we wish to maintain a
directed graph G = (V ,E) with real-valued edge weights under an intermixed sequence of
the following operations:
Update(x, y,w): update the weight of edge (x, y) to the real value w; this includes as a
special case both edge insertion (if the weight is set from +∞ to w < +∞) and
edge deletion (if the weight is set to w = +∞);
Distance(x, y): output the shortest distance from x to y.
Path(x, y): report a shortest path from x to y, if any.
Throughout the paper, we denote by m and by n the number of edges and vertices in G,
respectively.
Although research on dynamic transitive closure and dynamic shortest paths problems
spans over more than three decades, in the last couple of years we have witnessed a sur-
prising resurge of interests in those two problems. The goal of this paper is to survey the
newest algorithmic techniques that have been recently proposed in the literature. In partic-
ular, we will make a special effort to abstract some combinatorial and algebraic properties,
and some common data-structural tools that are at the base of those techniques. This will
help us try to present all the newest results in a unifying framework so that they can be
better understood and deployed also by non-specialists.
1.1. History of the problems
We first list the bounds obtainable for dynamic transitive closure with simple-minded
methods. If we do nothing during each update, then we have to explore the whole graph
in order to answer reachability queries: this gives O(n2) time per query and O(1) time
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closure from scratch after each update; as this task can be accomplished via matrix mul-
tiplication [1,39], this approach yields O(1) time per query and O(nω) time per update in
the worst case, where ω is the best known exponent for matrix multiplication (currently
ω < 2.736 [4]).
For the incremental version of transitive closure, the first algorithm was proposed by
Ibaraki and Katoh [29] in 1983: its running time was O(n3) over any sequence of insertions.
This bound was later improved to O(n) amortized time per insertion by Italiano [30] and
also by La Poutré and van Leeuwen [36]. Yellin [51] gave an O(m∗δmax) algorithm for m
edge insertions, where m∗ is the number of edges in the final transitive closure and δmax
is the maximum out-degree of the final graph. All these algorithms maintain explicitly the
transitive closure, and so their query time is O(1).
The first decremental algorithm was again given by Ibaraki and Katoh [29], with a run-
ning time of O(n2) per deletion. This was improved to O(m) per deletion by La Poutré and
van Leeuwen [36]. Italiano [31] presented an algorithm which achieves O(n) amortized
time per deletion on directed acyclic graphs. Yellin [51] gave an O(m∗δmax) algorithm
for m edge deletions, where m∗ is the initial number of edges in the transitive closure and
δmax is the maximum out-degree of the initial graph. Again, the query time of all these al-
gorithms is O(1). More recently, Henzinger and King [23] gave a randomized decremental
transitive closure algorithm for general directed graphs with a query time of O(n/ logn)
and an amortized update time of O(n log2 n).
Despite fully dynamic algorithms were already known for problems on undirected
graphs since the earlier 80’s [17], directed graphs seem to pose much bigger challenges.
Indeed, the first fully dynamic transitive closure algorithm was devised by Henzinger and
King [23] in 1995: they gave a randomized Monte Carlo algorithm with one-side error
supporting a query time of O(n/ logn) and an amortized update time of O(nmˆ0.58 log2 n),
where mˆ is the average number of edges in the graph throughout the whole update se-
quence. Since mˆ can be as high as O(n2), their update time is O(n2.16 log2 n). Khanna,
Motwani and Wilson [32] proved that, when a lookahead of (n0.18) in the updates is
permitted, a deterministic update bound of O(n2.18) can be achieved.
The situation for dynamic shortest paths has been even more dramatic. Indeed, the first
papers on dynamic shortest paths date back to 1967 [37,40,43]. In 1985 Even and Gazit
[13] and Rohnert [46] presented algorithms for maintaining shortest paths on directed
graphs with arbitrary real weights. Their algorithms required O(n2) per edge insertion;
however, the worst-case bounds for edge deletions were comparable to recomputing APSP
from scratch. Also Ramalingam and Reps [41,42] considered dynamic shortest path algo-
rithms with arbitrary real weights, but in a different model. Namely, the running time of
their algorithm is analyzed in terms of the output change rather than the input size (out-
put bounded complexity). Frigioni et al. [18,19] designed fast algorithms for graphs with
bounded genus, bounded degree graphs, and bounded treewidth graphs in the same model.
Again, in the worst case the running times of output-bounded dynamic algorithms are com-
parable to recomputing APSP from scratch.
Up to few years ago, there seemed to be few dynamic shortest path algorithms which
were provably faster than recomputing APSP from scratch, and they only worked on spe-
cial cases and with small integer weights. In particular, Ausiello et al. [2] proposed an
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than C: the amortized running time of their algorithm is O(Cn logn) per edge insertion.
Henzinger et al. [26] designed a fully dynamic algorithm for APSP on planar graphs with
integer weights, with a running time of O(n9/7 log(nC)) per operation. Fakcharoemphol
and Rao in [15] designed a fully dynamic algorithm for single-source shortest paths in pla-
nar directed graphs that supports both queries and edge weight updates in O(n4/5 log13/5 n)
amortized time per operation.
1.2. Novel techniques for dynamic path problems
Quite recently, many new algorithms for dynamic transitive closure and shortest path
problems have been proposed.
Dynamic transitive closure. For dynamic transitive closure, King and Sagert [34] in 1999
showed how to support queries in O(1) time and updates in O(n2.26) time for general
directed graphs and O(n2) time for directed acyclic graphs; their algorithm is randomized
with one-side error. The bounds of King and Sagert were further improved by King [33],
who exhibited a deterministic algorithm on general digraphs with O(1) query time and
O(n2 logn) amortized time per update operations, where updates are insertions of a set of
edges incident to the same vertex and deletions of an arbitrary subset of edges. All those
algorithms are based on reductions to fast matrix multiplication and tree data structures for
encoding information about dynamic paths.
Demetrescu and Italiano [10] proposed a deterministic algorithm for fully dynamic tran-
sitive closure on general digraphs that answers each query with one matrix look-up and
supports updates in O(n2) amortized time. This bound can be made worst-case as shown by
Sankowski in [47]. We observe that fully dynamic transitive closure algorithms with O(1)
query time maintain explicitly the transitive closure of the input graph, in order to answer
each query with exactly one lookup (on its adjacency matrix). Since an update may change
as many as (n2) entries of this matrix, O(n2) seems to be the best update bound that
one could hope for this class of algorithms. This algorithm hinges upon the well known
equivalence between transitive closure and matrix multiplication on a closed semiring [16,
21,39].
In [9] the authors show how to trade off query times for updates on directed acyclic
graphs: each query can be answered in time O(nε) and each update can be performed
in time O(nω(1,ε,1)−ε + n1+ε), for any ε ∈ [0,1], where ω(1, ε,1) is the exponent of the
multiplication of an n × nε matrix by an nε × n matrix. Balancing the two terms in the
update bound yields that ε must satisfy the equation
ω(1, ε,1) = 1 + 2ε.
The current best bounds on ω(1, ε,1) [4,28] imply that ε < 0.575. Thus, the smallest up-
date time is O(n1.575), which gives a query time of O(n0.575). This subquadratic algorithm
is randomized, and has one-side error. This result has been generalized to general graphs
within the same bounds by Sankowski in [47], who has also shown how to achieve an
even faster update time of O(n1.495) at the expense of a much higher O(n1.495) query time.
Roditty and Zwick presented an algorithm [44] with O(m√n ) update time and O(√n )
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time.
Techniques for reducing the space usage of algorithms for dynamic path problems are
presented in [35]. An extensive computational study on dynamic transitive closure prob-
lems appears in [20].
Dynamic shortest paths. For dynamic shortest paths, King [33] presented a fully dynamic
algorithm for maintaining all pairs shortest paths in directed graphs with positive integer
weights less than C: the running time of her algorithm is O(n2.5
√
C logn ) per update. As
in the case of dynamic transitive closure, this algorithm is based on clever tree data struc-
tures. Demetrescu and Italiano [11] proposed a fully dynamic algorithm for maintaining
APSP on directed graphs with arbitrary real weights. Given a directed graph G, subject to
dynamic operations, and such that each edge weight can assume at most S different real
values, their algorithm supports each update in O(S · n2.5 log3 n) amortized time and each
query in optimal worst-case time. We remark that the sets of possible weights of two dif-
ferent edges need not be necessarily the same: namely, any edge can be associated with
a different set of possible weights. The only constraint is that throughout the sequence of
operations, each edge can assume at most S different real values, which seems to be the
case in many applications. Differently from [33], this method uses dynamic reevaluation of
products of real-valued matrices as the kernel for solving dynamic shortest paths. Finally,
the same authors [7] have studied some combinatorial properties of graphs that make it
possible to devise a different approach to dynamic all pairs shortest paths problems. This
approach yields a fully dynamic algorithm for general directed graphs with non-negative
real-valued edge weights that supports any sequence of operations in O(n2 log3 n) amor-
tized time per update and unit worst-case time per distance query, where n is the number
of vertices. Shortest paths can be reported in optimal worst-case time. The algorithm is
deterministic, uses simple data structures, and appears to be very fast in practice. Using the
same approach, Thorup [48] has shown how to achieve O(n2(logn + log2((m + n)/n)))
amortized time per update and O(mn) space. His algorithm works with negative weights as
well. In [49], Thorup has shown how to achieve worst-case bounds at the price of a higher
complexity: in particular, the update bounds become O˜(n2.75), where O˜(f (n)) denotes
O(f (n) · polylogn).
An extensive computational study on dynamic all pairs shortest path problems appears
in [8].
1.3. Organization of the paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe some
combinatorial and algebraic properties of path problems on directed graphs. In Section 3
we abstract some data structures that are at the base of algorithmic techniques for dynamic
path problems. Next, we focus on the newest dynamic transitive closure algorithms in
Section 4 and on the newest dynamic shortest path algorithms in Section 5. In Section 6
we list some concluding remarks and open problems.
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In this section we provide some background for the two algorithmic graph problems
considered in this paper: transitive closure and all-pairs shortest paths. We first discuss
some algebraic properties of these problems, and then we describe efficient methods for
computing the Kleene closure of a matrix through reduction to matrix multiplication. In
particular, we discuss two methods: the first is based on a simple doubling technique that
consists of repeatedly concatenating paths to form longer paths via matrix multiplication,
and the second is based on a Divide and Conquer strategy. We conclude this section by
discussing a useful combinatorial property of long paths.
2.1. Path problems and closed semirings
We now discuss some algebraic properties of transitive closure and shortest paths, ad-
dressing the tight relationship between these two problems and matrix sum and matrix
multiplication over a closed semiring (see [5] for more details). In particular, the transitive
closure of a directed graphs can be obtained from the adjacency matrix of the graph via
operations on the semiring of Boolean matrices, that we denote by {+, · ,0,1}. In this case,
+ and · denote the usual sum and multiplication over Boolean matrices.
Theorem 1. Let G = (V ,E) be a directed graph and let TC(G) be the (reflexive) transitive
closure of G. If X is the Boolean adjacency matrix of G, then the Boolean adjacency matrix
of TC(G) is the Kleene closure of X on the {+, · ,0,1} Boolean semiring:
X∗ =
n−1∑
i=0
Xi.
Similarly, shortest path distances in a directed graph with real-valued edge weights can
be obtained from the weight matrix of the graph via operations on the semiring of real
matrices, that we denote by {⊕,,R}, or more simply by {min,+}. Here, R is the set of
real values and ⊕ and  are defined as follows. Given two real-valued matrices A and B ,
C = AB is the matrix product such that
C[x, y] = min
1zn
{
A[x, z] +B[z, y]}
and D = A⊕B is the matrix sum such that
D[x, y] = min{A[x, y],B[x, y]}.
We also denote by AB the product AB and by AB[x, y] entry (x, y) of matrix AB .
Theorem 2. Let G = (V ,E) be a weighted directed graph with no negative-length cycles.
If X is a weight matrix such that X[x, y] is the weight of edge (x, y) in G, then the distance
matrix of G is the Kleene closure of X on the {⊕,,R} semiring:
X∗ =
n−1⊕
i=0
Xi.
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We first describe a simple method for computing X∗ in O(nμ · logn) worst-case time,
where O(nμ) is the time required for computing the product of two matrices over a closed
semiring. The algorithm is based on a simple path doubling argument. We focus on the
{+, · ,0,1} semiring; the case of the {min,+} semiring is completely analogous.
Let Bn be the set of n × n Boolean matrices and let X ∈ Bn. We define a sequence of
logn+ 1 polynomials P0, . . . ,Plogn over Boolean matrices as:
Pi =
{
X if i = 0,
Pi−1 + P 2i−1 if i > 0.
It is not difficult to see that for any 1  u,v  n, Pi[u,v] = 1 if and only if there is a
path u v of length at most 2i in X. We combine paths of length  2 in X to form paths
of length  4, then we concatenate all paths found so far to obtain paths of length  8 and
so on. As the length of the longest detected path increases exponentially and the longest
simple path is no longer than n, a logarithmic number of steps suffices to detect if any two
nodes are connected by a path in the graph as stated in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. Let X be an n× n matrix. Then X∗ = In + Plogn.
2.3. Recursive decomposition
We now show that the Kleene closure of a matrix can be computed more efficiently in
time O(nμ). The method we present is due to Munro [39] and is based on a Divide and
Conquer strategy.
Let X ∈ Bn. Without loss of generality, we assume that n is a power of 2. We define a
mapping F :Bn → Bn with the following equations:
(1)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
E = (A+BD∗C)∗
F = EBD∗
G = D∗CE
H = D∗ +D∗CEBD∗
where A,B,C,D and E,F,G,H are obtained by partitioning X and Y =F(X) into sub-
matrices of dimension n2 × n2 as follows:
X = A B
C D
Y = E F
G H
.
Theorem 4. [39] Let X be an n× n Boolean matrix. Then F(X) = X∗.
It is possible to think of a different definition of function F that provides an alterna-
tive way of computing the Kleene closure. Let Bn be the set of n × n Boolean matrices,
let X ∈ Bn, and let G :Bn → Bn be the mapping defined by means of the following equa-
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(2)
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
E = A∗ +A∗BHCA∗
F = A∗BH
G = HCA∗
H = (D +CA∗B)∗
where X and Y = G(X) are defined as:
X = A B
C D
Y = E F
G H
.
Theorem 5. For any X ∈ Bn, G(X) =F(X) = X∗.
Proof. If we rename syntactically submatrices A, B , C, D, and E, F , G, H in the set of
Eqs. (2) as follows:
A −→ D E −→ H
B −→ C F −→ G
C −→ B G −→ F
D −→ A H −→ E
we obtain the set of Eqs. (1). Thus, G =F . 
We recall that it is possible to compute E, F , G and H with two recursive calls of F ,
six multiplications, and two additions of n2 × n2 matrices (see [1] for further details). Thus:
T (n) 2T
(
n
2
)
+ 6M
(
n
2
)
+ 2
(
n
2
)2
where M(n) = O(nμ) is the time required to multiply two n × n matrices. Solving the
recurrence relation, we obtain that T (n) = O(nμ). This yields the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let X be an n × n matrix and let T (n) be the time required to compute
recursively F(X). Then T (n) = O(nμ), where O(nμ) is the time required to multiply two
matrices.
In the case of Boolean matrix multiplication (see [4]), X∗ can be computed in o(n2.38)
worst-case time. As a final note, if the size n of X and Y is not a power of 2, we can embed
both X and Y in larger matrices X̂ and Ŷ , respectively, having dimension that is a power
of 2, of the form:
X̂ = X 0
0 I
Ŷ = Y 0
0 I
where I is an identity matrix of the smallest possible size. Since this will at most double
the size of the matrices, the asymptotic running time of computing Ŷ = X̂∗ is not affected.
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2.4. Long paths
In this section we discuss an intuitive combinatorial property of long paths. Namely, if
we pick a subset S of vertices at random from a graph G, then a sufficiently long path will
intersect S with high probability. This can be very useful in finding a long path by using
short searches as illustrated in Fig. 1.
To the best of our knowledge, this property was first given in [22], and later on it has
been used may times in designing efficient algorithms for transitive closure and shortest
paths (see e.g., [11,33,50,52]). The following theorem is from [50].
Theorem 7. Let S ⊆ V be a set of vertices chosen uniformly at random. Then the proba-
bility that a given simple path has a sequence of more than cn logn|S| vertices, none of which
are from S, for any c > 0, is, for sufficiently large n, bounded by 2−αc for some positive α.
As shown in [52], it is possible to choose set S deterministically by a reduction to a
hitting set problem [3,38]. A similar technique has also been used in [33].
2.5. Locality
Recently, Demetrescu and Italiano [7] proposed a new approach to dynamic path prob-
lems based on maintaining classes of paths characterized by local properties, i.e., properties
that hold for all proper subpaths, even if they may not hold for the entire paths. They
showed that this approach can play a crucial role in the dynamic maintenance of shortest
paths. For instance, they considered a class of paths defined as follows:
Definition 1. A path π in a graph is locally shortest if and only if every proper subpath
of π is a shortest path.
This definition is inspired by the optimal-substructure property of shortest paths: all
subpaths of a shortest path are shortest. However, a locally shortest path may not be short-
est.
The fact that locally shortest paths include shortest paths as a special case makes them
an useful tool for computing and maintaining distances in a graph. Indeed, paths defined
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ample, it is not difficult to prove that the number of locally shortest paths that may change
due to an edge weight update is O(n2) if updates are partially dynamic, i.e., increase-only
or decrease-only:
Theorem 8. Let G be a graph subject to a sequence of increase-only or decrease-only
edge weight updates. Then the amortized number of paths that start or stop being locally
shortest at each update is O(n2).
Unfortunately, Theorem 8 may not hold if updates are fully dynamic, i.e., increases and
decreases of edge weights are intermixed. To cope with pathological sequences, a possible
solution is to retain information about the history of a dynamic graph, considering the
following class of paths:
Definition 2. A historical shortest path (in short, historical path) is a path that has been
shortest at least once since it was last updated.
Here, we assume that a path is updated when the weight of one of its edges is changed.
Applying the locality technique to historical paths, we derive locally historical paths:
Definition 3. A path π in a graph is locally historical if and only if every proper subpath
of π is historical.
Like locally shortest paths, also locally historical paths include shortest paths, and this
makes them another useful tool for maintaining distances in a graph:
Lemma 1. If we denote by SP, LSP, and LHP respectively the sets of shortest paths, lo-
cally shortest paths, and locally historical paths in a graph, then at any time the following
inclusions hold: SP ⊆ LSP ⊆ LHP.
Differently from locally shortest paths, locally historical paths exhibit interesting com-
binatorial properties in graphs subject to fully dynamic updates. In particular, it is possible
to prove that the number of paths that become locally historical in a graph at each edge
weight update depends on the number of historical paths in the graph.
Theorem 9. (Demetrescu and Italiano [7]) Let G be a graph subject to a sequence of
update operations. If at any time throughout the sequence of updates there are at most
O(h) historical paths in the graph, then the amortized number of paths that become locally
historical at each update is O(h).
To keep changes in locally historical paths small, it is then desirable to have as few
historical paths as possible. Indeed, it is possible to transform every update sequence into a
slightly longer equivalent sequence that generates only a few historical paths. In particular,
there exists a simple smoothing strategy that, given any update sequence Σ of length k,
produces an operationally equivalent sequence F(Σ) of length O(k logk) that yields only
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interested reader to [7] for a detailed description of this smoothing strategy. According to
Theorem 9, this technique implies that only O(n2 logk) locally historical paths change at
each edge weight update in the smoothed sequence F(Σ).
As elaborated in [7], locally historical paths can be maintained very efficiently. Since
by Lemma 1 locally historical paths include shortest paths, this yields the fastest known
algorithm for fully dynamic all pairs shortest paths.
3. Algorithmic techniques
In this section we describe some algorithmic techniques which are the kernel of the best
known algorithms for maintaining transitive closure and shortest paths.
We start with some observations which are common to all the techniques considered
here. First of all, we note that the algebraic structure of path problems allows one to sup-
port insertions in a natural fashion. Indeed, insertions correspond to the ⊕ operation on
closed semirings. This perhaps can explain the wealth of fast incremental algorithms for
dynamic path problems on directed graphs [29,30,36,51]. However, there seems to be no
natural setting for deletions in this algebraic framework. Thus, in designing fully dynamic
algorithms it seems quite natural to focus on special techniques and data structures for
supporting deletions.
The second remark is that most fully dynamic algorithms are surprisingly based on
the same decompositions used for the best static algorithms (see Section 2). The main
difference is that they maintain dynamic data structures at each level of the decomposition.
As we will see, the definition of a suitable interface between data structures at different
levels plays an important role in the design of efficient dynamic algorithms.
In the remainder of this section we describe data structures that are able to support
dynamic operations at each level. In Sections 4 and 5, the data structures surveyed here will
be combined with the decompositions shown in Section 2 to obtain efficient algorithms for
dynamic path problems on directed graphs.
3.1. Tools for trees
In this section we describe a tree data structure for keeping information about dy-
namic path problems. The first appearance of this tool dates back to 1981, when Even
and Shiloach [14] showed how to maintain a breadth-first tree of an undirected graph un-
der any sequence of edge deletions; they used this as a kernel for decremental connectivity
on undirected graphs. Later on, Henzinger and King [23] showed how to adapt this data
structure to fully dynamic transitive closure in directed graphs. Recently, King [33] de-
signed an extension of this tree data structure to weighted directed graphs for solving fully
dynamic all pairs shortest paths.
The problem. The goal is to maintain information about breadth-first search (BFS) on an
undirected graph G undergoing deletions of edges. In particular, in the context of dynamic
path problems, we are interested in maintaining BFS trees of depth up to d , with d  n.
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underlying graph. The general case can be easily handled by means of “phony” edges
(i.e., when deleting an edge that disconnects the graph, we just replace it by a phony
edge).
It is well known that BFS partitions vertices into levels, so that there can be edges only
between adjacent levels. More formally, let r be the vertex where we start BFS, and let
level 
i contains vertices encountered at distance i from r (
0 = {r}): edges incident to
a vertex at level 
i can have their other endpoints either at level 
i−1, 
i , or 
i+1, and
no edge can connect vertices at levels 
i and 
j for |j − i| > 1. Let 
(v) be the level of
vertex v.
Given an undirected graph G = (V ,E) and a vertex r ∈ V , we would like to support
any intermixed sequence of the following operations:
• Delete(x, y): delete edge (x, y) from G.
• Level(u): return the level 
(u) of vertex u in the BFS tree rooted at r (return +∞ if
u is not reachable from r).
In the remainder of this paper, to indicate that an operation Y() is performed on a data
structure X, we use the notation X.Y().
Data structure. We maintain information about BFS throughout the sequence of edge dele-
tions by simply keeping explicitly those levels. In particular, for each vertex v at level 
i
in T , we maintain the following data structures: UP(v), SAME(v) and DOWN(v) contain-
ing the edges connecting v to level 
i−1, 
i , and 
i+1, respectively. Note that for all v 
= r ,
UP(v) must contain at least one edge (i.e., the edge from v to its parent in the BFS tree).
In other words, a non-empty UP(v) witnesses the fact that v is actually entitled to belong
to that level. This property will be important during edge deletions: whenever UP(v) gets
emptied because of deletions, v looses its right to be at that level and must be demoted at
least one level down.
Implementation of operations. When edge (x, y) is being deleted, we proceed as follows. If

(x) = 
(y), simply delete (x, y) from SAME(y) and from SAME(x). The levels encoded
in UP, SAME and DOWN still capture the BFS structure of G. Otherwise, without loss
of generality let 
(x) = 
i−1 and 
(y) = 
i . Update the sets UP, SAME and DOWN by
deleting x from UP(y) and y from DOWN(x). If UP(y) 
= ∅, then there is still at least one
edge connecting y to level 
i−1, and the levels will still reflect the BFS structure of G after
the deletion.
The main difficulty is when UP(y) = ∅ after the deletion of (x, y). In this case, deleting
(x, y) causes y to loose its connection to level 
i−1. Thus, y has to drop down at least one
level. Furthermore, its drop may cause a deeper landslide in the levels below. This case can
be handled as follows.
We use a FIFO queue Q, initialized with vertex y. We will insert a vertex v in the queue
Q whenever we discover that UP(v) = ∅, i.e., vertex v has to be demoted at least one level
down. We will repeat the following demotion step until Q is empty:
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1. Remove the first vertex in Q, say v.
2. Delete v from its level 
(v) = 
i and tentatively try to place v one level down, i.e.,
in 
i+1.
3. Update the sets UP, SAME and DOWN consequently:
(a) For each edge (u, v) in SAME(v), delete (u, v) from SAME(u) and insert (u, v)
in DOWN(u) and UP(v) (as UP(v) was empty, this implies that UP(v) will be
initialized with the old set SAME(v)).
(b) For each edge (v, z) in DOWN(v), move edge (v, z) from UP(z) to SAME(z) and
from DOWN(v) to SAME(v); if the new UP(z) is empty, insert z in the queue Q.
Note that this will empty DOWN(v).
(c) If UP(v) is still empty, insert v again into Q.
Analysis. It is not difficult to see that applying the Demotion Step until the queue is empty
will maintain correctly the BFS levels. Level queries can be answered in constant time.
To bound the total time required to process any sequence of edge deletions, it suffices to
observe that each time an edge (u, v) is examined during a demotion step, either u or v
will be dropped one level down. Thus, edge (u, v) can be examined at most 2d times in
any BFS levels up to depth d throughout any sequence of edge deletions. This implies the
following theorem.
Theorem 10. Maintaining BFS levels up to depth d requires O(md) time in the worst case
throughout any sequence of edge deletions in an undirected graph with m initial edges.
This means that maintaining BFS levels requires d times the time needed for construct-
ing them. Since d  n, we obtain a total bound of O(mn) if there are no limits on the depth
of the BFS levels.
As it was shown in [23,33], it is possible to extend the BFS data structure presented
in this section to deal with weighted directed graphs. In this case, a shortest path tree is
maintained in place of BFS levels: after each edge deletion or edge weight increase, the
tree is reconnected by essentially mimicking Dijkstra’s algorithm rather than BFS. Details
can be found in [33].
3.2. Tools for dynamic matrices
As it was mentioned earlier, one can look at path problems on graphs from the matrix
viewpoint. In this section, we will describe matrix data structures for keeping information
about paths in dynamic directed graphs. In particular, we consider the problem of maintain-
ing products of matrices subject to updates of entries. For the sake of simplicity, we will
show how to deal with products of two matrices only: details about the extension to poly-
nomials over matrices of arbitrary degree are spelled out in [6,10]. We state the problem
so that it can be useful later on for implementing dynamic transitive closure and dynamic
shortest paths.
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matrix (i.e., the n × n Boolean matrix with 1 in the diagonal and 0 elsewhere), and by
+ and · sum and multiplication on Boolean matrices, respectively. We also use operation
 defined as follows: C = A  B , where C[i, j ] = A[i, j ] ∧ (¬B[i, j ]). Notice that this
corresponds to matrix difference, with the exception that 0  1 = 0. Moreover, if X is
a matrix, we denote by IX,i and JX,j the matrices equal to X in the ith row and in the j th
column, respectively, and null in any other entries.
The problem. Given two Boolean matrices X1,X2 ∈ Mn, we consider the problem of
maintaining a data structure for product P = X1 · X2, under an intermixed sequence of
update and query operations of the following kind:
• SetRow(i,ΔX,Xb): perform the row update operation Xb ← Xb + IΔX,i , where ΔX
is an n × n Boolean update matrix, and b = 1,2. The operation sets to 1 the entries in
the ith row of variable Xb of product P as specified by matrix ΔX.
• SetCol(i,ΔX,Xb): perform the column update operation Xb ← Xb + JΔX,i , where
ΔX is an n×n Boolean update matrix, and b = 1,2. The operation sets to 1 the entries
in the ith column of variable Xb of product P as specified by matrix ΔX.
• Reset(ΔX,Xb): perform the update operation Xb ← Xb  ΔX, where ΔX is an
n × n Boolean update matrix such that ΔX ⊆ Xb, and b = 1,2. The operation resets
to 0 the entries of variable Xb of product P as specified by matrix ΔX.
• Lookup(): return the maintained value of P .
We add to the previous five operations a further update operation especially designed
for lazy evaluation in dynamic path problems:
• LazySet(ΔX,Xb): perform the update operation Xb ← Xb + ΔX, where ΔX is
an n × n Boolean update matrix, and b = 1,2. The operation sets to 1 the entries of
variable Xb of product P as specified by matrix ΔX. However, the maintained value
of P is not updated by this operation.
Let CP be the correct value of P that we would have by recomputing it from scratch
after each update, and let MP be the actual value that we maintain. If no LazySet op-
eration is ever performed, then always MP = CP . Otherwise, MP is not necessarily equal
to CP , and we guarantee the following weaker property on MP : if CP [u,v] flips from 0
to 1 due to a SetRow/SetCol operation on a variable Xb , then MP [u,v] flips from 0
to 1 as well. This means that SetRow and SetCol always correctly reveal new 1’s in
the maintained value of P , possibly taking into account the 1’s inserted through previous
LazySet operations. This property will be crucial for dynamic path problems.
We observe that SetRow and SetCol can be easily implemented in O(n2) worst-
case time by recomputing just the affected entries of the product matrix P . However, the
main difficulty lies behind the interaction between Reset and LazySet operations: in
particular, the presence of LazySet makes it difficult to tell right from wrong in the
maintained data structure for P . We next show how to support all operations in O(n2)
amortized time.
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sets initialized as follows. For any triple of indices x, y, z:
• Left[y, z] = {x | X1[x, y] = 1 ∧X2[y, z] = 1}.
• Prod[x, z] = {y | X1[x, y] = 1 ∧X2[y, z] = 1}.
• Right[x, y] = {z | X1[x, y] = 1 ∧X2[y, z] = 1}.
Clearly, for any x, y, (X1 ·X2)[x, y] = 1 if and only if |Prod[x, y]| > 0.
Implementation of operations. Operations can be realized as follows:
• SetRow(i,ΔX,X1): perform X1 ← X1 + IΔX,i and for each u, v s.t. X1[i, u] = 1
and X2[u,v] = 1 add i, u, and v to Left[u,v], Prod[i, v], and Right[i, u], respectively.
SetCol(i,ΔX,X2) is similar.
• SetRow(i,ΔX,X2): perform X2 ← X2 + IΔX,i and for each u, v s.t. X1[u, i] = 1
and X2[i, v] = 1 add u, i, and v to Left[i, v], Prod[u,v], and Right[u, i], respectively.
SetCol(i,ΔX,X1) is similar.
• LazySet(ΔX,Xb): perform Xb ← Xb+ΔX without updating Left, Prod, and Right.
• Reset(ΔX,X1): do X1 ← X1  ΔX. Then for each x, y s.t. ΔX[x, y] = 1 and for
each z ∈ Right[x, y] remove x, y, z from Left[y, z], Prod[x, z], and Right[x, y], re-
spectively. Reset(ΔX,X2) is similar.
Theorem 11. Any SetRow, SetCol, LazySet, operation on a product X1 · X2 can be
supported in O(n2) worst-case time. The cost of any Reset can be charged to previous
set operations.
Proof. It is easy to see that any set operation can be realized in O(n2) worst-case time. Let
Φ =
∑
u,v
∣∣Prod[u,v]∣∣
be a potential function associated to X1 · X2, 0  Φ  n3. The rest of the proof follows
from the fact that any set operation increases Φ by at most n2 units and that any reset
operation decreases Φ by at most n units for each reset entry. Note that LazySet does
not affect Φ . 
The techniques presented in this section can be extended to deal with polynomials of
arbitrary degree, e.g., products of more than two terms, and that the space usage can be
reduced from O(n3) to O(n2). Details can be found in [6,10]. Moreover, similar data
structures can be given for settings different from the semiring of Boolean matrices. In
particular, in [11] the problem of maintaining polynomials of matrices over the {min,+}
semiring is addressed. The running time of operations for maintaining polynomials in this
semiring is given below.
Theorem 12. Let P be a polynomial with constant degree of matrices over the {min,+}
semiring. Any SetRow, SetCol, LazySet, and Reset operation on variables of P
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ferent values assumed by entries of variables during the sequence of operations. Query
operations on the value of P are supported in constant time.
4. Dynamic transitive closure
In this section we survey the best known algorithms for fully dynamic transitive closure.
We will first start in Section 4.1 with the algorithm of King [33], whose main ingredients
are the logarithmic decomposition of Section 2.2 and the tools for trees described in Sec-
tion 3.1. This methods yields O(n2 logn) amortized time per update and O(1) per query.
We will next show in Section 4.2 how to obtain the same bounds with the techniques for
dynamic matrices described in Section 3.2 in place of the tools for trees. We will then con-
clude in Section 4.3 with the algorithm by Demetrescu and Italiano [10], which uses the
same matrix-based approach but fully exploits the power of the recursive decomposition
presented in Section 2.3. Using this method, updates are supported in O(n2) amortized
time and reachability queries are answered with one matrix lookup. We start with a formal
definition of the fully dynamic transitive closure problem.
The problem. Let G = (V ,E) be a directed graph and let TC(G) = (V ,E′) be its transitive
closure. We consider the problem of maintaining a data structure for graph G under an
intermixed sequence of update and query operations of the following kinds:
• Insert(v, I ): perform the update E ← E ∪ I , where I ⊆ E and v ∈ V . This op-
eration assumes that all edges in I are incident to v. We call this kind of update a
v-CENTERED insertion in G.
• Delete(D): perform the update E ← E −D, where D ⊆ E.
• Query(x, y): perform a query operation on TC(G) and return 1 if (x, y) ∈ E′ and 0
otherwise.
We note that these generalized Insert and Delete updates are able to change, with
just one operation, the graph by adding or removing a whole set of edges, rather than a
single edge (see Fig. 2). Differently from other variants of the problem, we do not address
the issue of returning actual paths between nodes, and we just consider the problem of
answering reachability queries.
4.1. Tree-based dynamic transitive closure with logarithmic decomposition
In this section we describe how to maintain the Transitive Closure of a directed graph in
O(n2 logn) amortized time per update operation. The algorithm that we describe has been
designed by King [33] and is based on the tree data structure presented in Section 3.1 and
on the logarithmic decomposition described in Section 2.2. To support queries efficiently,
the algorithm uses also a counting technique that consists of keeping a count for each pair
of vertices x, y of the number of insertion operations that yielded new paths between them.
Counters are maintained so that there is a path from x to y if and only if the counter for
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that pair is non-zero. The counting technique has been first introduced in [34]: in that case,
counters keep track of the number of different distinct paths between pairs of vertices in
an acyclic directed graph. We show the data structure used for maintaining the Transitive
Closure and how operations Insert, Delete and Query are implemented.
Data structure. Given a directed graph G = (V ,E), we maintain logn+ 1 levels. On each
level i, 0 i  logn, we maintain the following data structures:
• A graph Gi = (V ,Ei) such that (x, y) ∈ Ei if there is a path from x to y in G of
length  2i . Note that the converse is not necessarily true: i.e., (x, y) ∈ Ei may not
necessarily imply, however, that there is a path from x to y in G of length  2i . We
maintain G0 and Glogn such that G0 = G and Glogn = TC(G).
• For each v ∈ V , a BFS tree Outi,v of depth 2 of Gi rooted at v and a BFS tree Ini,v
of depth 2 of Ĝi rooted at v, where Ĝi is equal to Gi , except for the orientation
of edges, which is reversed. We maintain the BFS trees with instances of the data
structure presented in Section 3.1.
• A matrix Counti[x, y] = |{v: x ∈ Ini,v ∧ y ∈ Outi,v}|. Note that Counti[x, y] > 0, if
there is a path from x to y in G of length  2i+1.
Implementation of operations. Operations can be realized as follows:
• Insert(v, I ): for each i = 0 to logn, do the following: add I to Ei , rebuild Outi,v
and Ini,v , updating Counti accordingly, and add to I any (x, y) such that Counti[x, y]
flips from 0 to 1.
• Delete(D): for each i = 0 to logn, do the following: remove D from Ei , for each
(x, y) ∈ D do Outi,v.Delete(x, y) and Ini,v.Delete(x, y), updating Counti accord-
ingly, and add to D all (x, y) such that Counti[x, y] flips from positive to zero.
• Query(x, y): return 1 if (x, y) ∈ Elogn and 0 otherwise.
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of the decomposition. It is important to observe that the trees rooted at other vertices on any
level i might not be valid BFS trees of the current graph Gi , but are valid BFS trees of some
older version of Gi that did not contain the newly inserted edges. A Delete operation,
instead, maintains dynamically the tree data structures on each level, removing the deleted
edges as described in Section 3.1 and propagating changes up to the decomposition.
Analysis. To prove the correctness of the algorithm, we need to prove that, if there is a
path from x to y in G of length  2i , then (x, y) ∈ Ei . Conversely, it is easy to see that
(x, y) ∈ Ei only if there is a path from x to y in G of length  2i . We first consider
Insert operations. It is important to observe that, by the problem’s definition, the set I
contains only edges incident to v for i = 0, but this might not be the case for i > 0, since
entries Counti[x, y] with x 
= v and y 
= v might flip from 0 to 1 during a v-centered inser-
tion. However, we follow a lazy approach and we only rebuild the BFS trees on each level
rooted at v. The correctness of this follows from the simple observation that any new paths
that appear due to a v-centered insertion pass through v, so rebuilding the trees rooted
at v is enough to keep track of these new paths. To prove this, we proceed by induction.
We assume that for any new paths x v and v y of length  2i , (x, v), (v, y) ∈ Ei at
the beginning of loop iteration i. Since x ∈ Ini,v and y ∈ Outi,v after rebuilding Ini,v and
Outi,v , Counti[x, y] is increased by one if no path x v y of length  2i+1 existed be-
fore the insertion. Thus (x, y) ∈ Ei+1 at the beginning of loop iteration i + 1. To complete
our discussion of correctness, we note that deletions act as “undo” operations that leave the
data structures as if deleted edges were never inserted. The running time is established as
follows.
Theorem 13. Any Insert operation requires O(n2 logn) worst-case time, the cost of
Delete operations can be charged to previous insertions, and Query operations are
answered in constant time.
Proof. The bound for Insert operations derives from the observation that reconstruct-
ing BFS trees on each of the logn + 1 levels requires O(n2) time in the worst case. By
Theorem 10, any sequence of Delete operations can be supported in O(d) times the cost
of building a BFS tree of depth up to d . Since d = 2 in the data structure, this implies that
the cost of deletions can be charged to previous insertion operations. The bound for Query
operations is straightforward. 
The previous theorem implies that updates are supported in O(n2 logn) amortized time
per operation.
4.2. Matrix-based dynamic transitive closure with logarithmic decomposition
In this section we show how to rephrase the fully dynamic transitive closure algorithm
by King [33] presented in Section 4.1 in terms of the matrix-based tools described in Sec-
tion 3.2. Using matrices instead of trees will pave the road for the faster dynamic algorithm
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Section 2.3 instead of the logarithmic decomposition of Section 2.2.
Data structure. In Section 2.2 we have shown that the Kleene closure of a Boolean matrix X
can be computed from scratch via matrix multiplication by computing logn polynomials
Pi = Pi−1 +P 2i−1, 1 i  logn. In the static case where X∗ has to be computed only once,
intermediate results can be thrown away as only the final value X∗ = Plogn is required. In
the dynamic case, instead, intermediate results provide useful information for updating
efficiently X∗ whenever X gets modified.
In this section we consider a slightly different definition of polynomials P1, . . . ,Plogn
with the property that each of them has degree  3. Let X be an n×n Boolean matrix. We
define a sequence of logn+ 1 polynomials over Boolean matrices Q0, . . . ,Qlogn as:
Qi =
{
X if i = 0,
Qi−1 +Q2i−1 +Q3i−1 if i > 0.
Before describing the data structure for maintaining the Kleene closure of X, we note
that for any 1  u,v  n, Qi[u,v] = 1 if and only if there is a path u v of length at
most 3i in X. This yields the following theorem, which corresponds to Theorem 3, given
in Section 2.2 for polynomials Pi of degree 2:
Theorem 14. Let X be an n× n Boolean matrix. Then X∗ = In +Qlogn.
The data structure for maintaining X∗ is as follows. We maintain an n × n Boolean
matrix X and we maintain the logn polynomials Q1 . . .Qlogn of degree 3 with instances of
the data structure for Boolean matrices presented in Section 3.2. The reason for considering
degree 3 instead of degree 2 in the data structure will be addressed in the next section.
Implementation of operations. Operations can be realized as follows:
• Insert(v, I ): first let ΔX[x, y] be 1 for each (x, y) ∈ I , and 0 otherwise. Then
for each i = 1 to logn, do the following: perform Qi.LazySet(ΔX,Qi−1),
Qi.SetRow(v,ΔX,Qi−1), Qi.SetCol(v,ΔX,Qi−1), and ΔX ← Qi.Lookup().
• Delete(D): first let ΔX[x, y] be 1 for each (x, y) ∈ D, and 0 otherwise. Then for
each i = 0 to logn, do the following: perform Qi.Reset(ΔX,Qi−1) and ΔX ←
Qoldi .Lookup()−Qnewi .Lookup(), where Qoldi and Qnewi denote polynomial Qi be-fore and after performing the Reset operation, respectively.
• Query(x, y): return Qlogn.Lookup()[x, y].
We note that both Insert and Delete operations propagate changes of Qi−1 to Qi for
any i = 1 to logn. In case of Insert, any new 1’s that appear in Qi−1 are inserted in
the data structure for polynomial Qi via LazySet, but only the changes of the vth row
and the vth row column of Qi−1 are taken into account by SetRow and SetCol in order
to determine changes of Qi . This is conceptually similar to rebuilding only the BFS trees
rooted at v in the algorithm presented in Section 4.1.
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path from x to y in G of length  2i , then Qi[x, y] = 1. Conversely, it is easy to see that
Qi[x, y] = 1 only if there is a path from x to y in G of length  2i . We first consider
Insert operations. It is important to observe that, by the problem’s definition, ΔX is
zero outside the vth row and the vth column for i = 0, but this might not be the case
for i > 0. However, as we said before we follow a lazy approach, and only the changes
of the vth row and on the vth column of Qi−1 are taken into account by SetRow and
SetCol in order to determine changes of Qi . Other 1’s are logged into the data structure
via LazySet. Similarly to the algorithm presented in Section 4.1, the correctness of this
follows from the simple observation that any new paths that appear due to a v-centered
insertion pass through v. We proceed by induction. We assume that for any new paths
x v and v y of length  2i−1, Qi−1[x, v] = 1 and Qi−1[v, y] = 1 at the beginning of
loop iteration i. If both the portions x i and i y of π have length up to 2i−1, then π
gets recorded in Q2i−1, and therefore in Qi , thanks to one of Qi .SetRow(v,ΔX,Qi−1) or
Qi .SetCol(v,ΔX,Qi−1). On the other hand, if v is close to (but does not coincide with)
one endpoint of π , the appearance of π may be recorded in Q3i−1, but not in Q2i−1. This is
the reason why degree 2 does not suffice for Qi in this dynamic setting. To complete our
discussion of correctness, we note that deletions act as “undo” operations that leave the
data structures as if deleted edges were never inserted.
The running time is the same as the algorithm presented in Section 4.1. Observing that
polynomials have constant degree, the proof follows easily from Theorem 11.
Theorem 15. Any Insert operation requires O(n2 logn) worst-case time, the cost of
Delete operations can be charged to previous insertions, and Query operations are
answered in constant time.
The previous theorem implies that updates are supported in O(n2 logn) amortized time
per operation.
4.3. Matrix-based dynamic transitive closure with recursive decomposition
In this section we discuss a second and more powerful method for casting fully dynamic
transitive closure into the problem of reevaluating polynomials over Boolean matrices pre-
sented in Section 3.2.
This method hinges upon the well-known equivalence between transitive closure and
matrix multiplication on a closed semiring discussed in Section 2.3 and yields a new de-
terministic algorithm that improves the best known bounds for fully dynamic transitive
closure. The algorithm supports any update operation in O(n2) amortized time and an-
swers any reachability query with just one matrix lookup. The space used is O(n2).
Data structure. Let X be a Boolean matrix and let X∗ be its Kleene closure. In Section 2.3
we have defined two equivalent functions F and G with the property that:
F(X) = G(X) = X∗.
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definitions of F and G, and designed to be well-suited for efficient reevaluation in a fully
dynamic setting.
Lemma 2. Let Bn be the set of n × n Boolean matrices, let X ∈ Bn and let H :Bn → Bn
be the mapping defined by means of the following equations:
(3)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
P = D∗
E1 = (A+BP 2C)∗ E2 = E1BH 22 CE1 E = E1 +E2
F1 = E21BP F2 = E1BH 22 F = F1 + F2
G1 = PCE21 G2 = H 22 CE1 G = G1 +G2
H1 = PCE21BP H2 = (D +CE21B)∗ H = H1 +H2
where X and Y =H(X) are defined as:
X = A B
C D
Y = E F
G H
.
Then, for any X ∈ Bn, H(X) = X∗.
Observe thatH provides a method for computing the Kleene closure of an n×n Boolean
matrix, provided that we are able to compute Kleene closures of Boolean matrices of size
n
2 × n2 . The reason of using E21 , H 22 and P 2 instead of E1, H2 and P in Eq. (3), will be
clarified in the following. The aim of this section is to study how to reevaluate efficiently
H(X) = X∗ under changes of X. Before describing a data structure for maintaining X∗
based on H, we show that a Divide et Conquer algorithm which recursively uses H to
solve sub-problems of smaller size requires asymptotically the same time of computing
the product of two Boolean matrices (see [6,10]).
Theorem 16. Let X be an n× n Boolean matrix and let T (n) be the time required to com-
pute recursively H(X). Then T (n) = O(nω), where O(nω) is the time required to multiply
two Boolean matrices.
The data structure for maintaining the Kleene closure X∗ is the following: we maintain
two n× n Boolean matrices X and Y decomposed in sub-matrices A, B , C, D, and E, F ,
G, H :
X = A B
C D
Y = E F
G H
.
We also maintain the following polynomials over n × n Boolean matrices with the data
structure presented in Section 3.2:
Q = A+BP 2C E2 = E1BH 22 CE1 E = E1 +E2
F1 = E21BP F2 = E1BH 22 F = F1 + F2
G1 = PCE21 G2 = H 22 CE1 G = G1 +G2
H = PCE2BP R = D +CE2B H = H +H1 1 1 1 2
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P = D∗ E1 = Q∗ H2 = R∗
with smaller instances of size n2 × n2 of the data structure.
Notice the recursive definition: P , E1 and H2 are Kleene closures of n2 × n2 matri-
ces. Also observe that the polynomials Q, F1, G1, H1, E2, F2, G2, R, E, F , G and
H that we maintain have all constant degree  6. It is easy to see that the sequence
τ = 〈P,Q,E1,R,H2,F1,G1,H1,E2,F2,G2,E,F,G,H 〉 yields a correct evaluation or-
der for any intermediate values that arise in computing Y =H(X). We remark that the data
structure stores all these intermediate values and maintains such values upon updates of X.
Since the data structure reflects the way Y = H(X) is computed, it basically repre-
sents X∗ as the sum of two Boolean matrices: the first, say X∗1 , is defined by submatri-
ces E1, F1, G1, H1, and the second, say X∗2 , by submatrices E2, F2, G2, H2:
X∗1 = E1 F1
G1 H1
X∗2 = E2 F2
G2 H2
.
Implementation of operations. From a high-level point of view, the approach is the fol-
lowing. Maintain X∗1 and X∗2 in tandem (see Fig. 3): whenever an Insert operation
is performed on X, update X∗ by computing how either X∗1 or X∗2 are affected by this
change. Updates are lazily performed so that neither X∗1 nor X∗2 encode complete informa-
tion about X∗, but their sum does. On the other side, Delete operations update both X∗1
and X∗2 and leave the data structure as if any reset entry were never set to 1. As in the
algorithm presented in Section 4.2, update operations are realized via SetRow, SetCol,
LazySet, and Reset on the polynomials in the data structure. We now briefly sketch
how the operations are realized.
Fig. 3. Overview of operations Insert and Delete.
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two cases:
1. 1 v < n2 : the v-centered update of X may affect the vth row and the vth column
of A, the vth row of B and the vth column of C, while D is not affected at all by this
kind of update (see Fig. 3). Do the next steps in the order specified by sequence τ .
Fully update X∗1 by calling SetRow/SetCol on Q, F1, G1, H1, R, and recurring
on E1. Lazily update X∗2 by calling LazySet on G2, F2, E2, and recurring on H2.
2. 1  v < n: the v-centered update of X may affect only the vth row and the vth
column of D, the vth row of C and the vth column of B , while A is not affected at
all by this kind of update. Do the next steps in the order specified by sequence τ .
Fully update X∗2 by calling SetRow/SetCol on R, G2, F2, E2, and recurring
on P , H2. Lazily update X∗1 by calling LazySet on F1, G1, H1, and recurring
on E1.
In both cases, recompute polynomials E, F , G, H to update Y .
• Delete(D): clear entries X[x, y] for each (x, y) ∈ D, and propagate changes to Y =
X∗ by performing Reset operations on each polynomial in the data structure in the
order specified by sequence τ . Data structures P , E1 and H2 of are treated recursively.
• Query(x, y): return Y [x, y].
Analysis. For more implementation details and for a detailed analysis of the algorithm we
refer the interested reader to [6,10]. Below we report the running time of operations.
Theorem 17. Any Insert operation requires O(n2) worst-case time, the cost of Delete
operations can be charged to previous insertions, and Query operations are answered in
constant time.
The previous theorem implies that updates are supported in O(n2) amortized time per
operation. Based on dynamic determinant computation, Sankowski [47] has shown how to
make the amortized bounds worst-case.
5. Dynamic shortest paths
In this section we survey the best known algorithms for fully dynamic shortest paths.
Those algorithms can be seen as a natural evolution of the techniques described so far for
dynamic transitive closure. They are not a trivial extension of transitive closure algorithms,
however, as dynamic shortest path problems look more complicated in nature. As an ex-
ample, consider the deletion of an edge (u, v). In the case of transitive closure, reachability
between a pair of vertices x and y can be re-established by any replacement path avoiding
edge (u, v). In case of shortest paths, after deleting (u, v), we have to look for the best
replacement path avoiding edge (u, v).
We start with a formal definition of the fully dynamic all pairs shortest paths prob-
lem. Next, we survey the algorithm by King [33], whose main ingredients are the long
paths property of Section 2.4 and the tools for trees described in Section 3.1. This meth-
ods yields O(n2.5
√
C · logn ) amortized time per update and O(1) per query in graphs
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trescu and Italiano [11], which is based on the long paths property of Section 2.4 and the
tools for matrices described in Section 3.2. Using this method, updates are supported in
O(S · n2.5 log3 n) amortized time and reachability queries are answered in O(1) in graphs
where each edge can assume at most S different real values.
The problem. Let G = (V ,E) be a weighted directed graph. We consider the problem
of maintaining a data structure for G under an intermixed sequence of update and query
operations of the following kinds:
• Decrease(v,w): decrease the weight of edges incident to v in G as specified by a
new weight function w. We call this kind of update a v-CENTERED decrease in G.
• Increase(w): increase the weight of edges in G as specified by a new weight func-
tion w.
• Query(x, y): return the distance between x and y in G.
As in fully dynamic transitive closure, we consider generalized update operations where
we modify a whole set of edges, rather than a single edge (see Fig. 2). Again, we do
not address the issue of returning actual paths between vertices, and we just consider the
problem of answering distance queries.
5.1. Tree-based dynamic shortest paths with stitching
In this section we describe how to maintain all pairs shortest paths in a directed graph
with non-negative integer edge weights less than C in O(n2.5
√
C logn ) amortized time per
update operation. The algorithm that we describe has been designed by King [33] and it
builds on the tree data structure presented in Section 3.1 and on the long paths property
described in Section 2.4.
Data structure. Given a weighted directed graph G, we maintain for each vertex v:
• A shortest paths tree Outv of G of depth d √nC logn rooted at v.
• A shortest paths tree Inv of Ĝ of depth d √nC logn rooted at v, where Ĝ is equal
to G, except for the orientation of edges, which is reversed.
• A set S containing √nC logn vertices of G chosen uniformly at random, referred to
as “blockers”.
• A complete weighted directed graph GS with vertex set S such that, with very high
probability, the weight of (x, y) in GS is equal to the distance between x and y in G.
For the long paths property given in Section 2.4, these weights are no greater than d .
• An integer distance matrix dist.
We maintain the trees with instances of the data structure presented in Section 3.1,
adapted to deal with weighted directed graphs and to include only short paths, i.e., vertices
of distance up to d from the root. Information about longer paths will be obtained by
stitching together these short paths.
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property of Section 2.4, maintaining dynamically only shortest paths of (weighted) length
up to
√
C logn with the data structure presented in Section 3.1, and stitching together these
paths to update longer paths using any static O(n3) all pairs shortest paths algorithm on a
contraction with O(
√
nC logn ) vertices of the original graph. Operations are realized as
follows:
• Decrease(v,w): rebuild Inv and Outv to update GS , i.e., paths of length up to d .
Apply the algorithm Stitch below to update longer paths.
• Increase(w): update edges with increased weight in any Inv and Outv that contain
them, and then update GS , i.e., paths of length up to d . Apply the algorithm Stitch
below to update longer paths.
• Query(x, y): return dist(x, y).
Details about the stitching algorithm are given below:
• Stitch():
1. Let dist(d)(x, y) be the distance from x to y of length up to d , obtained from all the
trees Inv and Outv .
2. Compute the distances dist() between all vertices in S using any static O(n3) APSP
algorithm on GS .
3. Compute the distances from vertices in V to vertices in S. This can be done for a
pair x ∈ V and s ∈ S by computing
dist(x, s) ← min{dist(d)(x, s),min
s′∈S
{
dist(d)(x, s′)+ dist(s′, s)}}.
4. Compute the distances between vertices in V . This can be done for a pair x, y ∈ V
by computing
dist(x, y) ← min{dist(d)(x, y),min
s∈S
{
dist(x, s)+ dist(d)(s, y)}}.
Analysis. The stitching algorithm is dominated by the last step, which takes time
O(n2|S|) = O(n2(n logn/d)). Shortest path trees of length up to d can be main-
tained in O(n2d) amortized time with the data structure of Section 3.1. Choosing d =
(
√
nC logn ) yields an amortized update bound of O(n2.5
√
C logn ).
Theorem 18. Any Decrease and Increase operation requires O(n2.5
√
C logn ) amor-
tized time, and Query can be answered in constant time.
The set S can be computed deterministically, as illustrated in [33]. This makes the whole
algorithm deterministic with the same bounds.
5.2. Matrix-based dynamic shortest paths with logarithmic decomposition
In this section we describe how to maintain all pairs shortest paths in a directed graph
where each edge can assume at most S different real weights in O(Sn2.5 log3 n) amortized
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trescu and Italiano [11] and is based on the matrix data structure presented in Section 3.2
and on the long paths property described in Section 2.4.
Data structure. We denote by Qi[x, y] the length of a shortest path x  y that uses at
most 2i edges, i.e., Qi =⊕0j2i Xj , where X is the weight matrix of G. Thus, X∗ =
Qlogn if there are no negative-length cycles. We maintain logn levels: level i keeps track of
paths with at most 2i edges. For each level we maintain a polynomial Pi defined on three
variables L, R, C, which are updated via LazySet, SetRow and SetCol, respectively.
The value of polynomial Pi−1 is used to update variables of polynomial Pi . More in detail,
we maintain:
• logn polynomials P1, . . . ,Plogn defined as Pi(L,R,C) = L⊕CRL⊕LCR represented
with logn instances of the data structure presented in Section 3.2, adapted to work
on the {min,+} semiring; we maintain each Pi so that, with very high probability,
Pi .Lookup()[x, y] is less or equal than the length of a shortest path x y that uses
at most 2i edges, i.e., Pi .Lookup()Qi ;
• a counter Time of the number of performed Decrease operations;
• an array SetTime such that SetTime[u] = t if vertex u has been last considered in a
Decrease operation at time t .
Implementation of operations. We say that a vertex u is out of fashion at level i if Time −
SetTime[u] > (cn logn)/2i−1, and we say that it is in fashion otherwise. When a vertex v
goes out of fashion, we cast v off by raising to +∞ the corresponding column of C and
the corresponding row of R. Actually, only rows and columns of R and C corresponding
to vertices that are in fashion carry information about shortest paths, whereas rows and
columns corresponding to vertices that went out of fashion do not participate in this task.
The correctness of this approach hinges on the long path property of Section 2.4, i.e.,
given any two vertices x and y, we can find with very high probability a vertex z that
is in fashion on some level such that the shortest distance from x to y is given either by
C[x, z] + RL[z, y] or by LC[x, z] + R[z, y] on that level. The reason for the terms CRL
and LCR of degree 3 in polynomials Pi is because z might be more than 2i−1 edges far
away from either endpoint of the shortest path x  y. We note that vertices that are in
fashion play exactly the same role as the set S of blockers in Section 5.1. Operations are as
follows.
• Decrease(v,w): first pick at random a vertex u and let Δ[x, y] = w(x,y).
Then, for each i = 1 to logn, do the following: perform Pi.LazySet(Δ,L),
Pi.SetRow(u,Δ,R), Pi.SetRow(v,Δ,R), Pi.SetCol(u,Δ,C), Pi.SetCol(v,
Δ,C), and Δ ← Pi.Lookup(). At each level, cast off vertices which are no longer in
fashion via Reset operations on variables R and C.
• Increase(w): we let Δ[x, y] = w(x,y) i = 1 to logn, do the following: perform
Pi.Reset(D,Pi−1) and D ← Pi.Lookup().
• Query: return Plogn.Lookup()[x, y].
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vertex is v, the center of the update: it is brought into fashion because it may contain the
latest information about shortest paths that go through v. The second vertex u is chosen at
random, so as to ensure that vertices that are in fashion are well distributed throughout the
graph, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. At any time during a sequence of updates, on any path that uses  2i−1 edges
there is at least one vertex that is in fashion at level i with probability p  1 − 1
nc
, for any
constant c > 0.
We prove that, with very high probability, Pi .Lookup()[x, y] is less than or equal to
the length of a shortest path x y that uses at most 2i edges.
Theorem 19. At any time t during a sequence of updates, X∗  Pi .Lookup()Qi with
probability p  1 − 1
nc
, for any constant c > 0.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number of levels. The base is trivial. Assume
by induction that the claim holds for Pi−1. Let πx,y be any path x  y of length

(πx,y) that uses q edges, 2i−1 < q  2i . By Lemma 3, with probability p  1 − 1nc
there is at least one vertex on πx,y that is in fashion at level i. Let z be the most re-
cent among them, with tz = SetTime[z]. Then, at time tz, operations Pi .SetRow(z,Y,R),
Pi .SetCol(z,Y,C) and Pi .LazySet(Y,L) synchronized L, column z of C, and row z
of R with Y , where Y = Pk−1.Lookup() at that time. By the inductive hypothesis, this im-
plies that, at time tz, C[x, z] Qi−1[x, z], LC[x, z] Q2i−1[x, z], R[z, y] Qi−1[z, y],
and RL[z, y]Q2i−1[z, y]. By the definition of Lookup given in Section 3.2 and by not-
ing that 
(πx,y)min{Qi−1[x, z]+Q2k−1[z, y],Q2i−1[x, z]+Qi−1[z, y]}, we have that at
time tz
Pi .Lookup()[x, y]min
{
C[x, z] +RL[z, y],LC[x, z] +R[z, y]}
min
{
Qi−1[x, z] +Q2i−1[z, y],Q2i−1[x, z] +Qi−1[z, y]
}
 
(πx,y).
Since a vertex z is brought into fashion not only if it is chosen randomly, but also if a
z-centered operation that decreases the weights of edges incident to z is performed, and
since z is the most recent vertex on πx,y , 
(πx,y) did not decrease since time tz. As edge
increases are handled via Pi .Reset operations on Pi which “undo” the effects of previous
set operations, this implies that the above inequalities were valid at time tz and are still
valid at time t . Moreover, since Pi .LazySet(Y,L) always updates Pi by considering the
contribution of the term L of degree 1, it follows that Pi .Lookup() Pi−1.Lookup()
Qi−1. Thus, if π∗x,y is a path that uses at most 2i edges and 
(π∗x,y) = Qi[x, y] at time t , it
holds that Pi .Lookup()[x, y] 
(π∗x,y) = Qi[x, y]. 
As Qlogn = X∗, Theorem 19 implies that Plogn.Lookup() = X∗ with very high proba-
bility, which proves the correctness of the algorithm. To conclude this section, we discuss
the running time of the algorithm.
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are in fashion at level i for any constant c > 0.
Proof. The proof easily follows from observing that a vertex u goes out of fashion after
cn logn
2i−1 Decrease operations that do not update SetTime[u]. 
If we assume that edge weights can assume at most S different real values, then by a
simple scaling argument variables of polynomial Pi at level i can assume at most S · 2i
different real values. By Theorem 12, maintaining polynomial Pi at level i would require
O(S · 2i · n2) amortized time per operation. However, by Lemma 4 at any time all but at
most cn logn2i−1 rows of R and columns of C are set to +∞. As shown in [11], this yields the
following bounds.
Theorem 20. In any intermixed sequence of operations Decrease and Increase
on a graph whose edges can assume at most S different real values, each update costs
O(S · n2.5 log3 n) amortized time.
As in the case of the algorithm described in Section 5.1, the bounds of Theorem 20 can
be made deterministic.
5.3. Locality-based dynamic shortest paths
In this section we address the algorithm by Demetrescu and Italiano [7], who devised
the first deterministic near-quadratic update algorithm for fully dynamic all-pairs shortest
paths. This algorithm is also the first solution to the problem in its generality. The algorithm
is based on the notions of historical paths and locally historical paths in a graph subject to
a sequence of updates, as discussed in Section 2.5.
The main idea is to maintain dynamically the locally historical paths of the graph in a
data structure. Since by Lemma 1 shortest paths are locally historical, this guarantees that
information about shortest paths is maintained as well.
To support an edge weight update operation, the algorithm implements the smoothing
strategy mentioned in Section 2.5 and works in two phases. It first removes from the data
structure all maintained paths that contain the updated edge: this is correct since historical
shortest paths, in view of their definition, are immediately invalidated as soon as they are
touched by an update. This means that also potentially uniform paths that contain them
are invalidated and have to be removed from the data structure. As a second phase, the
algorithm runs an all-pairs modification of Dijkstra’s algorithm [12], where at each step a
shortest path with minimum weight is extracted from a priority queue and it is combined
with existing historical shortest paths to form new potentially uniform paths. At the end of
this phase, paths that become potentially uniform after the update are correctly inserted in
the data structure.
The update algorithm spends constant time for each of the O(zn2) new potentially
uniform path (see Theorem 9). Since the smoothing strategy lets z = O(logn) and in-
creases the length of the sequence of updates by an additional O(logn) factor, this yields
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the algorithm in [7].
Using the same approach, but with a different smoothing strategy, Thorup [48] has
shown how to achieve O(n2(logn + log2(m/n))) amortized time per update and O(mn)
space. His algorithm works with negative weights as well.
6. Conclusions and open problems
In this paper we have surveyed the newest developments in the area of fully dynamic
algorithms for directed graphs. In particular, we have focused on dynamic transitive clo-
sure and dynamic shortest paths. Throughout the paper, we have attempted to present all
the algorithmic techniques within a unifying framework by abstracting the algebraic and
combinatorial properties and the data-structural tools that lie at their foundations.
This bulk of recent work has raised some new and perhaps intriguing questions. First,
can we reduce the space usage for dynamic shortest paths to O(n2)? Second, and perhaps
more importantly, can we solve efficiently fully dynamic single-source reachability and
shortest paths on general graphs? Finally, are there any general techniques for making
increase-only algorithms fully dynamic? Similar techniques have been widely exploited in
the case of fully dynamic algorithms on undirected graphs [24,25,27].
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